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Abstract 
This article discusses empirical evidence of----imonetary -----ipolicy's impact----ion national----ieconomic growth----i n the decade 
2010-2019. This article is analyzed using a regression analysis tool. This article concludes that 1) the interest rate 
(BI Rate) has----ian---i mpact rate----ion national----ieconomic---igrowth---i n----ithe decade 2010-2019 of only 7 percent. Impact-----iof 
US $----iexchange----irate---ion----ithe domestic----ieconomic----igrowth---iof only 90 percent 3) Impact of the amount of money in 
circulation on the national economic growth of only 76.8 percent, 4) Impact----iof----i nflation----irate----ion----ithe domestic 
economic growth of only 4.3 percent 5) impact of total investment in national economic growth is only 60.8 percent. 
Thus-----ithe----imain-----iobjective-----iof-----imonetary-----ipolicy is more emphasis-----ion-----iprice-----istability. With the first consideration, with 
output determined by long-term economic capacity, all systems that encourage economic growth will create inflation so 
that it will not affect real economic growth. Second, the rational financial agent understands that policymakers' actions 
in supporting the economic growth that helps increase can lead to time consistency problems. Third, monetary policy 
influencing economic variables takes a long time and has a lag. Fourth, price stability can encourage creating a better 
economic climate because it will reduce costs from inflation 
Keywords: Monetary Policy, Interest and Exchange Rates, Money Supply, Inflation, 
Investment, Economic Growth 
Introduction 
The main problem in-----imonetary-----itheory-----i s----iwhether----ichanges----i n-----ithe-----imoney supply or 
the-----igrowth-----irate----iof----imoney----ican----ihave a lasting effect on-----ieconomic----ivariables. Specifically, 
the----iquestion-----iof-----ithe-----iso-called----isuper-neutrality-----iof-----ifunds – whether-----ipermanent-----ichanges-----
i n-----imoney-----igrowth do not have a long-term impact-----ion-----ireal-----i nterest-----irates,----icapital 
accumulation,-----iand-----ioutput-----igrowth - has been extensive theoretical analysis from the first. 
In the current era of globalization, where other countries' financial events greatly 
influence a country's economic activities, external factors will affect the government in 
determining policies, both fiscal and monetary policies. Cioran (2014) suggested that 
financial business is an integral part of an economy so that economic growth cannot be 
analyzed without involving monetary problems. 
Monetary-----ipolicy----iplays----ian essential role-----i n-----ieconomic-----igrowth----i f the procedure is 
implemented-----ieffectively-----ito-----imaintain-----iprice-----istability-----iand-----ikeep-----i nflation at a minimum 
level. This goal is achieved----ithrough----ia-----iprocess in which a country's-----imonetary----iauthority 
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controls the money supply, money-----iavailability, and interest rate. Hameed & Amin, (2011) 
explained that----imonetary----ipolicy----idepends----ion----ithe----irelationship----ibetween the----i nterest----irate----i n 
an----ieconomy (i.e., the demand for money and the total----iamount----iof----imoney----i n----icirculation so 
that the monetary authority uses this monetary policy variable to influence-----ieconomic 
growth, inflation,----iexchange----irates----iwith----iother-----icountries. Monetary policy is uniquely able to 
change long-term price levels through the process of creating money. 
Monetary policy with an interest rate that is by setting an-----i deal-----i nterest----irate to 
encourage-----i nvestment---iactivities. If the interest rate increases beyond the set rate, the 
centrali----ibanki-----iwill lower thei----i nteresti----iratei----ito the specified level. Whereas monetary policy 
that usesi----ithei----imoneyi-----isupply as an intermediatei----itarget has a positive impact in the form of 
a stable price 
The effects of monetary policy oni----ireali----ieconomici----iactivity are limitedi----iand temporary, 
althoughi----ipoorly implemented fiscal policies can continue to hamper economici----igrowth. 
Economici----igrowth is also---idriveni---iby factorsi----isuch as technologicali----ichange, population 
growth, and the accumulation of human capital. In economic growth, what is needed is 
monetary stability. The mosti----i mportanti----icontribution that the central bank cani----imakei---ito 
growthi----i s lowi----iand stablei----i nflation. 
To reduce instability in the economy, the government will conduct monetary policy 
through the central bank. According to Nanga (2005: 180), fiscal policy undertaken by the 
government is by controlling the interest ratesi----iandi----ithe----imoney----isupply (money supply). 
This policy influences the developmenti----iofi----imoney----isupply, interesti----irates, lending rates, and 
exchange rates, which are monetary variables in achieving the desired targets, namely 
economici----igrowth, job opportunities, pricei----istability, and balancei----iofi---ipayments balance. The 
central bank, as a monetary authority will regulate the balance between money supply and 
inventory. This is done so that inflation can be controlled, full employment opportunities 
are achieved, and fluency in the supply/distribution of goods 
The impacti---iofi----imonetary policy----ioni----ireali---ieconomici----igrowth has become an area of 
debate in macroeconomics. (Bernanke and Gertler, 1995) Discussions conventionally state 
whether changes in interest rates affecti----ireali----ieconomici----ivariables, and, ifi---iso, how much 
influence. This debatei----i s----ieveni----imore prominent when it comes toi---ithei---iregionali----ilevel, 
because monetary policy is inherently a national policy, whereas local monetary policy 
shows differenti----istructuresi---iand----icharacteristics. Therefore, they can respond impulsively to 
a uniform financial system. Asi---iai---iresult, it willi---ihave distribution implications throughout 
the region, because economic activity in the area can be stimulated by---imonetary---ipolicy, 
(Ridhwani---iet al., 2008) 
To uncover the problem ofi----ithe impact ofi----imonetary policy, many studies have 
sought to identify it. For example, Carlino and DeFina (1998, 1999), and Owyang and Wall 
(2004) examined in the United States, while Ramaswamy and Sløk (1998) and Clements et 
al. (2001) have studied European countries. In general, their findings show different effects 
in responding to monetary policy. Other studies, especially in European countries, have 
concluded that their impact in European nations is very similar (Peersman, 2004). These 
iconflictingi----ifindings tendi---ito show thati----itherei---iare still many differenti---iviews about the actual 
effect ofi----imonetary policy. 
This article aims to analyze and illustrate, namely: 1) whether empirically the average 
annual interest rate hasi----ian impacti---ion national economici---igrowth, 2) whether empirically 
the average exchange rate growth (us dollar exchange rate) affects national growth 
economy, 3) does the empirical average growth of thei----imoney---isupply---ihave ani---impact on 
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domestic economic growth, 4) does the observed average inflation rate growth have an 
effect on national economic growth 5) whether empirically the average investment growth 
rate affects economic growth nationally. 
Literature Review 
Monetary Policy 
Monetary---ipolicy is thei----imonetary  iauthorities' efforts, namely the Central Bank, to 
influencei----ithe----idevelopment of---ifinancial variables for the achievement of economic goals 
(Litteboy, et al. 2006: 198) and Mishkin (2004: 257). Monetary----ipolicy isi---ian integral part of a 
macroeconomici----ipolicy aimed at supporting macro targets, namely---ihighi---ieconomic growth, 
pricei---istability, equitablei----idevelopment, and balance of payments balance. Monetary policy is 
of twoi----ikinds, namely----icontractionary----imonetary---ipolicy andi----iexpansionary fiscali----ipolicy. 
Expansive monetary policy is carried out to encourage economic activity by increasing the 
money supply, while contractive monetary policy is carried out to slow down economic 
activity by reducing the money supply. 
1. Interest rate 
The interest rate used is the interest rate issuedi---iby----iBank Indonesia in ithe formi---iof a 
Bank Indonesia Certificate (SBI) in recognitioni----iofi----ishort-term debt (1-3 months) with a 
discount/interest system. The interesti---irate is determinedi----iby---iBank Indonesia toi----icontrol the 
stabilityi----iof the Rupiah value. When selling SBIs, Bank Indonesia cani----iabsorbi----iexcess base 
money in circulation. Circulation of money that is too much in the community will cause 
people to tend to spend their money, which can impact the rising prices of goods, one of 
which is a trigger for inflation. Raise SBI interest rates, which means banks and financial 
institutions will be compelled to buy SBIs. The existence of high interest in SBI makes 
banks and financial institutions enjoy it. This will provide a higher interest rate for their 
products. High interest will have an impact on the allocation of investment funds for 
investors. One of the interest rate characteristics is that it changes quickly, which occurs in 
a relatively short period and has a short period. Long-term interest rates are relatively less 
volatile (Perlambang, 2012). 
The theory that can explain the effecti----iof interesti---irates on foreigni----iexchange----irate 
changes is the International Fisher Effect (IFE Theory) theory. This theory combines PPP 
theory with the Fisheri----iEffecti---itheory discovered by an economisti----inamed Irving Fisher. 
According to IFE theory, the value of currencies from countries with high-interest rates or 
higheri----ithani---iother countries will experience depreciation. If thei---idomestic interesti---irate is 
higher than the interest rate of a foreign country, the local currency's value will depreciate, 
while the foreign currency will appreciate it. Exchange rates and interest rates also have 
close links with the terms Purchasing Power Parity (PPP). This theory isi----idefinedi---ias the 
difference in thei---iprice of the same goods but sold at different rates. This theory explains 
that changes in relative inflation (the ratio of increase between countries) between two 
countries must also be balanced by changesi---ini----ithei----iexchange rate to maintain the equality 
of goods prices between them. 
2. Exchange Rates (Exchange Rates) 
Krugman and Obstfeld (1994: 73) define the exchange rate as the currency's price 
against other currencies. Exchangei----iratesi---iplay an importanti----irole in internationali----itrade 
becausei----iexchangei----iratesi----iallow us toi---icompare alli----igoods and services produced by various 
countries. The purpose of thei----iexchangei----irate is to increasei----ithe price of export products 
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and, at the same time to reduce import prices measured by the exchangei----iratei---iof thei----ilocal 
currency (Todaro, 2000: 247). 
The exchangei----irate isi----idivided into two, namely the nominali----iexchangei---irate and the 
reali----iexchangei---irate. The nominali----iexchangei----irate is thei----iprice of a country's currency with 
other countries, while thei----ireali---iexchangei---irate is the nominal exchange rate divided by 
domestic and foreign countries (Mankiw, 2006: 128). The real exchange rate is used as a 
reference to measure the competitiveness of one country with other countries. Exchange 
ratesi---iplay an importanti---irole in internationali---itradei---ibecause exchangei----irates allow us to 
compare the prices of alli---igoods andi---iservices produced by various countries. 
To analyzei----ithei---ieffect of a free-floating exchange rate system on the economic policy 
that is a smalli---iand openi----ieconomy, the Billell-Fleming theory is used. Thei---iMundell-Fleming 
modeli---is a free economy version of the IS-LM model. The Mundell-Fleming and IS-LM 
model emphasizes thei---interactioni----ibetween thei----igoodsi----imarket and thei---imoney market and 
assumes that thei----ipricei---ilevel is fixed and shows whati----icausesi---ishort-termi----ifluctuations in the 
economy. Mundelli--iFleming Model is a model that combines internali---iand externali---ibalance. 
Inner balance is the balance between the goods market (IS), the money market (LM). 
Meanwhile, the externali---ibalance is---ishown by thei---ibalance ofi---ipayment balance (Mankiw, 
2006: 332). 
3. Total Money Supply (JUB) 
Money is a stock of assets that can be used for transaction purposes and as an 
inventory of assetsi---ithati---ican be immediately applied toi---imakei---itransactions (Mankiw, 2006: 
76). Money---isupply (M2) includes---icurrency in---icirculation, demand deposits, quasi money. 
Thei---iamounti---iofi----imoney available is called thei----imoney supply. 
Money supply can be defined in the narrow sense (M1) and the broad sense (M2). 
M1 includesi----icurrency---iheld by the publici---iand demand deposits (demand deposits 
denominated in Rupiahs), while M2 covers M1, quasi money (includesi---isavings, time 
deposits in rupiah andi---iforeigni----iexchange, and current accounts in foreign currencies), and 
securities issued by the monetary system. The domestic private sector owns them with a 
remaining term of up to one year. 
Factors affecting the Money Supply are Neti----iForeigni---iAssets (NFA) and Net 
Domestic Assets (NDA). Net Domestic Assetsi---iconsist of, among others, Net Claims on 
Central Government (NCG) and Claims on otheri---isectors (the privatei----isector, regional 
governments, financiali---ainstitutions, and non-financial companies) mainly in the form of 
loans. 
According to Nopirin (2000), although in general it can be said thati---ithei---imoney 
supply (JUB) can be determined directly by the Central Bank without questioning its 
relationship with base money, but in reality, JUB in a period is the result of the behavior of 
thei---icentrali---ibank, commercial banks (including non-bank financial institutions), the 
community together. The main factor influencing the amount of money is the minimum 
reserve, but the total result of the amount of money still depends on the community's 
attitude. So the central bank is not so easy to regulate JUB because many factors influence 
it. 
4. Inflation 
An economic phenomenon that has never been lost in the long history of the 
economy is inflation. Where inflation is a discussion that is often discussed because it has 
an overall impact on the macroeconomy. Rise is an increase in prices in general and 
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continuously (Mankiw, 2003: 145). This does not mean that the costs of various goods 
have increased by the same percentage, because these increases may not coincide. 
Therefore inflation is said to occur if the prices of general products increase continuously 
over a certain period, but if the rise occurs just once, even though a large percentage can 
not be inflation. 
Inflation is an increase in general prices prevailing in an economy from one period to 
another. The rise can be seen from various levels based on the level of severity and 
whether, namely mild inflation (<10% per year), moderate increase (10% - 30% per year), 
massive inflation (30% -100% per year), and Hyperinflation (> 100% per year). Meanwhile, 
if viewed based on the cause, an increase can be classified into four, namely the demand-
pull (Demand-pull inflation), the driving force of supply (Cost-push inflation), mixed rise 
(Mixed inflation), and expectations of Inflation (Expectedi----iInflation). 
Thei---irelationshipi----ibetween inflation---iand economici---igrowth is if when the rise is at a 
controlled or stable level, it can encourage economic growth, supporting producers to 
increase their production further. Because production increases, producers will get more 
profit when the price increase is not too high. Also, an increase in productioni---ihas another 
positivei---oimpacti, namely---ithei---iavailability ofi---inew jobs. 
Inflation will harm economic growth if an increase in inflation occurs, so people will 
noti----ilike toi---ihavei---icash. Therefore, thei---ireali---ivalue ofi---imoney held is lower, and the 
purchasing power of money is more economical. This makesi---iproducers noti---ieager to 
produce because production will not sell because the price increases are too high and 
consequently the production results will also decrease 
5. Investation 
Investmenti---is one ofi---ithei---iessential and significant factorsi---oini---ieconomic development 
that has been recognized by many economists. Even it is said that there is no development 
without investment. The primary purpose of investment activities carried out by investors 
or companies is to gain profits in the future. According to Sukirno (2010), finance is the 
investment toi---ibuyi---icapitali---igoodsi---iand---iproductioni---iequipmenti---ito increasei---ithei---iability to 
producei---iproducts and servicesi---iavailable in thei----ieconomy. Interest rates, income levels, 
technological advances, forecasts of future economic conditions, and other factors affect 
the investment size. Mankiw (2003) argues that investment consists of goods purchased for 
future use. Financing can be divided into three types: businessi---ifixedi---investment, iresidential 
investmenti, and inventory investmenti, namely goods stored by companies in iwarehouses 
includingi---iraw materials, inventory of semi-finished and finishedi----igoods. 
 
Economic growth 
Economic growth is the development of the economy by increasing the goods and 
services produced to increase prosperity for the community (Sukirno, 2010). So the event 
of an economy can be measured by economic growth. The ability of a countrytoi---iproducei---
igoods andi---iservices will increase fromi----ione periodi---itoi---ianother. This increased capability is 
due to the increase in production factors, both in quantity and quality. 
Economic growth can be seen from the increase in Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 
Economic growth is a critical indicator for analyzing economic development that occurs in 
a country. Economici----igrowth is one ofi---ithei---imany conditions needed in thei---idevelopment 
process. Economici----igrowth by recording an increase in thei---iproduction---iof----igoods and 
services that occur nationally. 
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Economic growth cani---ibei----imeasured by the Grossi---iDomestici---iProduct (GDP) growth 
at constant prices. The pace of GDP growth will show a processi----iof--oincreasing per capita 
output in the long run. Emphasis is on the process because it contains dynamic elements, 
changes, or developments. Therefore understanding economic growth indicators will 
usually be seen within a specified period, for example, quarterly. The effectiveness of 
economic policies implemented by the government in encouraging economic activities can 
be assessed so that these aspects are relevant for analysis. 
GDP can be calculated in two ways, namely at current prices and at constant prices. 
GDP at current prices illustrates the value-added of goods and services calculated using 
amounts in the year. GDP at regular prices represents the added value of products and 
services based on costs in a given year or base year. Meanwhile, according to Mankiw 
(2000), the calculation criteria for GDP can be divided into real GDP and nominal GDP. 
Practical GDP measures change in physical output in the economy between different 
periods by valuing all goods produced in the two periods at the same price, or constant 
prices. While nominal GDP measures the value of output in a period using prices in that 
period, or often referred to as the prevailing price. 
 
Methodology 
This article tries to review and discuss some unresolved issues by providing a 
quantitative survey using a meta-analysis methodology. A meta-analysis is a systematic 
approach to analyzing sources of variation (quantitative) in the research results obtained 
previously. In a previous meta-analysis, De Grauwe and Storti (2004) examined the effects 
of monetary policy on several variables across countries and found that methodological 
differences in various studies contributed significantly to financial impact variations. 
The data used in this article is secondary data, which is empirical evidence sourced 
from official government institutions such as the Central Statistics Agency and Bank 
Indonesia. The data referred to in this article is data on the level of 1) interest rates, 2) the 
exchange rate of the dollar against the rupiah, 3) the amount of money in circulation 4) the 
inflation rate 5) the amount of investment and 6) national economic growth. The data 
analyzed are data in the past decade (2010-2019). 
Analysis tools used to answer the problem formulation using growth index analysis 
tools, stationary tests, and regression tests using eviews and SPSS applications. Eviews 
application is used for statistic test of each variable and spss application is used for 
regression test. 
 
Result 
Interest rate/BI Rate 
The interest rate is one crucial factor that needs to be considered in making 
investment decisions. According to Bank Indonesia, the interesti---irate is a cost expressedi---ias 
a certain percentage in the framework of borrowing money for a specified period. 
Determination of the interest rate (BI rate) by Bank Indonesia (BI) is a monetary policy 
that aims to control Indonesia's inflation rate and, at the same time, provide a signal to 
investors to invest in the Indonesian capital market. Changes in interest rates (BI rate) as a 
reference and benchmark for the business and financial world and banking to determine 
the direction of business goals. This is also used by investors to analyze and assess the 
purchase and sale of shares by looking at the company's business sector. 
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The table below is the Bank Indonesia Interest Rate (BI rate) development from 
2009 to 2019, which is as follows: 
Table 1 
Interest rates in 2010-2019 
Year Interest rates 
2010 6.5 
2011 6.58 
2012 5.7 
2013 6.47 
2014 7.54 
2015 7.52 
2016 6 
2017 4.56 
2018 5.1 
2019 5.62 
Source: BI Rate, Statistics Central Board 
Based on the table above, it can be seen that the interest rate (BI Rate) tends to 
fluctuate from year to year, where a very high decrease occurred from 2016 to 2017 with a 
difference of 1.44 or a reduction of 13.2 percent. The impact of the interest rate (BI Rate) 
on national economic growth is only 7 percent, as stated in the output of the analysis 
below: 
Table 2 
Coefficient of Interest Rate Determination of the BI Rate on Economic Growth 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .085a .007 -.117 .54505 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Suku Bunga 
 
Interest rates are one of the most influential factors in the economy of a country 
besides inflation. Interest rates can affect the balance between public savings and 
investment in the real sector, further affecting the number of jobs and the unemployment 
rate. Furthermore, the implications can change people's income. This is usually called the 
multiplier effect. Therefore, setting interest rates, many consider various factors that will 
result from setting interest rates. 
Exchange rate 
The high domestic demand and supply for commodity goods and services abroad 
require a country to make international relations with other countries. Particularly in the 
state of Indonesia, which began implementing an open economy since 1969, which is from 
the very beginning of the implementation of Pelita I, Indonesia's economic interaction with 
other countries has been developing year after year and is an aspect of the economy that 
must be considered both in terms of regulations and its implementation system. 
In carrying out economic interactions between countries, the existence of a medium 
of exchange is essential to facilitate the exchange process, as is the process of domestic 
transfer, but there is a problem of how to measure the price of a country's currency 
compared to the cost of another country's currency in economic activity. Therefore, the 
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importance of the role of the exchange rate for a country requires various efforts to 
maintain the position of a country's currency exchange rate in a relatively stable state. 
Currency exchange rate stability is also influenced by the exchange rate system 
adopted by a country. A country that utilizes a fixed exchange rate system must actively 
intervene in the market so that its currency exchange rate is at the desired level. Whereas a 
country that uses a floating exchange rate system, a currency exchange rate is entirely left to 
the strength of foreign exchange demand and supply.  The table below is the exchange rate 
of US $ from 2009 to 2019, which is as follows: 
Table 3 
Exchange Rate of US $ in 2010-2019 
Years Exchange Rate 
2010 8991 
2011 9068 
2012 9670 
2013 12189 
2014 12440 
2015 13795 
2016 13436 
2017 13548 
2018 14481 
2019 14102 
Source: Statistics Indonesia, Statistics Central Board 
Based on the table above it can be seen that the rate of the exchange rate has 
increased from year to year, where a very high increase occurred from 2012 to 2013 with a 
rise of 26.04 percent, and the highest exchange rate, namely in 2018 with an exchange rate 
of 1 US $ = Rp.14,481. The US $ exchange rate on national economic growth is only 90 
percent, as stated in the analysis output below: 
Table 4 
Coefficient of Determination of US $ Exchange Rate on Economic Growth 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .950a .903 .891 .17051 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Kurs 
 
Developing countries are very vulnerable to exchange rate fluctuations. 
Fluctuations in exchange rates will impact economic growth because it affects the financial 
balance of banks and companies that have foreign debt denominated in foreign currencies. 
A sharp exchange rate depreciation will increase external debt in the domestic exchange 
rate, increasing the possibility of default and crisis. A stable exchange rate system is an 
essential component for stable and prosperous economic growth. Stability is the main 
advantage of a fixed exchange rate because the exchange rate between currencies does not 
change based on market conditions. Therefore, it can create a stable business climate that is 
profitable for trade and investment. On the other hand, the floating exchange rate allows 
the central bank to conduct more independent monetary policies, which are very important 
for controlling the economy. 
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Amount of Money Circulating 
Money in circulation is the amount of currency issued and circulated by the central 
bank consisting of coins and banknotes, including quasi money or near money, which 
includes time deposits, savings deposits, and currency accounts (savings deposits) foreign 
domestic private property. This is because quasi money can be converted into cash, which 
functions the same as currency. 
Money Supply is the monetary system (Central Bank, Commercial Bank, and Rural 
Credit Bank / BPR) to the domestic private sector (not including the central government 
and non-residents). Obligations that are a component of the Money Supply consist of 
currency held by the public (excluding commercial banks and rural banks), demand 
deposits, quasi money owned by the domestic private sector, and securities other than 
shares issued by the monetary system owned by the local private sector with the remaining 
time is up to one year. The money supply depends on the monetary base, the deposit-
reserve ratio, and the currency-deposit ratio. The monetary base model, the reserve-deposit 
ratio, and the currency-deposit ratio are the money supply models below the bank's 
fractional reserves. (Mankiew, 2003) The amount of money in circulation nationally in a 
decade from 2010 to 2019 can be seen in the following table: 
Table 5 
Total Money Supply (JUB) in 2010-2019 (billion) 
Tahun  JUB 
2010 2,471,206  
2011 2,877,220  
2012 3,307,507  
2013 3,730,197  
2014 4,173,327  
2015 4,548,800  
2016 5,004,977  
2017 5,419,165  
2018 5,760,046  
2019 5,937,500  
Source: Statistics Indonesia, Statistics Central Board 
Based on the table above, it can be seen that the amount of money that has been 
increasing has increased from year to year, where a very high increase occurred from 2015 
to 2016 with a rise of 10 percent with a difference of Rp 456,177 (billion). The impact of 
the money supply on national economic growth is only 76.8 percent as stated in the output 
of the analysis below: 
Table 6 
Coefficient of Determination of the Amount of Money Circulating on Economic Growth 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .877a .768 .739 .26327 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Jumlah Uang Beredar 
According to Dornbusch, in the short run, the increase in money supply growth will 
have an impact on rising inflation and output levels, but the increase is lower than the 
growth of the money supply. While money growth rates are usually constant in the long 
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run, expectations have been adjusted to actual inflation and output so that it can be said 
that without additional money supply, the increase will not occur. 
Inflation 
A country's economy can be said to be healthy if its economic growth is stable and 
shows a positive direction. This is reflected in macroeconomic activity. One of the 
macroeconomic indicators to see the stability of a country's economy is inflation. From an 
economic perspective, the increase is a monetary phenomenon in a country where the rise 
and fall of inflation tend to cause economic turmoil because inflation affects economic 
growth. 
Macro variables strongly influence price stability in an economy in the marketplace, 
therefore, this inflation rate is usually used as an indicator of economic stability. Inflation 
can cause a decline in real household income, especially for fixed income workers. The 
increase can also reduce real economic growth, encourage unemployment, and in the long 
run, can lead to social instability. Nevertheless, the rate of inflation should not be kept as 
low as possible because it is necessary to increase prices in the economic mechanism in 
society. With the increase in prices of goods and services will encourage people to carry out 
production activities so that the economy can be supported to increase national production 
activities. The inflation rate that occurred in Indonesia in the last decade of 2010-2019, as 
shown in the following table: 
Table 7 
Inflation Rate in 2010-2019 
Year Inflasi 
2010 5.13 
2011 5.38 
2012 4.28 
2013 6.97 
2014 6.42 
2015 6.38 
2016 3.53 
2017 3.81 
2018 3.20 
2019 3.03 
Source: Statistics Indonesia, Indonesian Agency 
Based on the table above, it can be seen that the inflation rate has fluctuated from 
year to year, where a very high increase occurred from 2012 to 2013, with a rise of 62.8 
percent. The impact of the inflation rate on economic growth nationally is only 4.3 percent, 
as indicated in the output of the analysis below: 
Table 8 
Coefficient of Determination of Inflation Rate on Economic Growth 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .206a .043 -.077 .53527 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Inflasi 
Inflation is an economic phenomenon which is feared by many countries including 
Indonesia itself because if the rate of inflation cannot be suppressed, it will have an impact 
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on other economic indicators, for example, it will result in high unemployment so that it 
will also indirectly have an effect on economic growth caused by low national production. 
Investation 
According to Todaro (2000: 137-138), investment plays a vital role in driving the 
nation's economic life, because capital formation increases production capacity, increases 
national income and creates new jobs, in this case, will further expand employment 
opportunities. Furthermore, Mankiw (2003: 61) states that technological innovation is one 
of the factors that can increase investment demand. 
Investment can also be interpreted as spending or spending by investors or 
companies to buy capital goods and equipment to increase the ability to produce products 
and services available in the economy. In the case of investment or investment, investment 
or investment is divided into domestic investment (PMDN) and foreign investment 
(PMA). The graphs of the development of the value of local investment (PMDN) and 
foreign investment (PMA) can be seen in the table below:: 
Table 9 
Value of investment nationally in 2010-2019 (billion) 
Years Investment LN Investment DN Total Investment 
2010 16214 60626 76840 
2011 19474 76000 95474 
2012 24564 92182 116746 
2013 28617 128150 156767 
2014 28530 156126 184656 
2015 29276 179466 208742 
2016 28964 216231 245195 
2017 32240 262350 294590 
2018 29308 328604 357912 
2019 28209 386498 414707 
Source: Statistics Indonesia, Statistics Indonesia Central Board 
Based on the table above, it can be seen that the level has fluctuated from year to 
year, where a very high increase occurred from 2017 to 2018 with a rise of 25 percent with 
an increase in investment of Rp 66,254 (billion). The impact of the total expenditure on 
national economic growth is only 60.8 percent, as stated in the analysis output below: 
Table 10 
Coefficient of Determination of the Amount of Investment on Economic Growth 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .780a .608 .559 .34250 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Investasi 
Indonesia is a country that has excellent prospects for investment or investment, 
both investment or domestic investment (PMDN), as well as an investment or foreign 
investment (PMA). If the flow of finance to a country takes place continuously and in the 
long run and is accompanied by a highly competitive economy, then investment will 
increase supply by increasing the stock of existing capital. Furthermore, this increase in 
capital stock will enhance the community's ability to produce output or carry out 
production activities that increase economic activity in a particular country in Indonesia. 
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Economic growth 
One ofi---ithe maini---igoals of a country's developmenti---ois high economici---igrowth. Why 
is that because an indicatori---iofi----ithe success of a icountry's development is high economic 
growth. (Todaro, 2005) Economici---igrowth is a processi---iof  increasingi---ioutput per capita in 
thei---ilong run. Three aspects need attention: process, peri--icapita output, and longi---iterm. 
Economici---igrowth is ai---iprocess, not a financiali---ipicture iat a time. Here can be seen the 
dynamic aspects of an economy, which is to know how thei---ieconomy developsi---iori---i changes 
fromi---otime toi--otime. Economici---igrowth is associatedi----iwith ani---oincrease in output peri--icapita. 
There are two sides to things that are the total output side and the total population. Output 
per capita is the total output divided by the community. So the process of increasing 
production per capita will inevitably be analyzed by looking at what happens with total 
production on the one hand and the population on the other. The condition of Indonesia's 
economic growth from 2010-2109 the authors describe in the following table and graph: 
Table 11 
National Economic Growth in 2010-2019 
Years Economic Growth 
2010 6.22 
2011 6.17 
2012 6.03 
2013 5.56 
2014 5.02 
2015 5.04 
2016 5.03 
2017 5.07 
2018 5.17 
2019 5.02 
Source: Statistics of Indonesia 
The table above provides information and a picture of the condition of Indonesia's 
economic growth nationally in the last ten years 2010-2019 experiencing a declining trend 
wherein 2010 the national economic growth was 6.22 percent, but in 2019 it fell to 5.02 
percent. To see the economic growth in the decade of 2010-2019, whether stationery or 
not, stationery data tests were carried out as seen in the following output: 
 
Figure 1 
OutPut Test Stationery 
 
Source: Correlogram eviews output 
Based on the above results, it is explained that: 
1. The autocorrelation graph in the first lag is outside the Bartlett line and decreases 
exponentially or slowly, getting smaller, and if it continues, the figure will come out 
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again from the Bartlett line, even though the bar graph moves to the left. Bartlett 
lines are lines marked by dashed lines on both sides of the midline, both on the 
autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation charts. 
2. The autocorrelation coefficient value is significant at 0.721 (from likely -1 to +1) 
and decreases to lag 9. 
3. The Q statistic's significance against the 9th lag is 23,796, which is far higher than 
the Kai Squared statistic value. 
The probability value from lag 1 to lag 9 is very close to zero, meaning less than = 5%. In 
other words, the data is not stationary. This is reinforced if we look at the foreign debt line 
graph on graph 4, where the results are not flat; inevitably, the data is not stationary. 
The condition of Indonesia's economic growth in 2018 is the best growth in the last 4 
years, amounting to 5.17 percent. Even though the government initially targeted 
Indonesia's economic growth in 2018 of 5.4 percent, which was later revised to 5.2 percent. 
The condition of Indonesia's economic growth, which tends to stagnate, makes the 
government have to think about plans so that Indonesia is not trapped in a middle-income 
trap. If you only rely on fiscal and monetary policies, Indonesia's growth is estimated not to 
be more than 5 percent. To get out of the middle-income trap (middle income trap), 
economic growth is needed around 7 percent 
Discussion 
Raising interesti---irates is the centrali---ibank's primary tool toi---ifight inflation. Making 
borrowing costsi---imorei---iexpensive, thei---iamount ofi----imoney---icirculating in---ithei---icommunity will 
idecreasei, andi----ieconomici----iactivity will decrease. Thei---ioppositei---icani---ihappen. The fall in 
interesti---iratesi----iwill cause borrowingi---icosts to become even cheaper. Investors will be 
inclined to expand their business or a new investment, and consumers will increase their 
spending. Thus the economic output will increase, and more labor is needed. Also, 
investment in the stock market will rise. However, economic activity that is too high will 
cause inflation to increase. The higher the inflation rate will cause the higher pricesi---iof 
goodsi----iandi----iservices. Thei---ipurchasingi---ipower of money will decrease. Another result of low-
interest rates is the decline in bond sales because the yield provided will be relatively low. 
However, the central bank will not necessarily raise interest rates. The central bank will see 
whether things will be better if interest rates are raised, especially if there is a recession. 
Changes in the BI Rate can also affect the exchange rate. Thisi---imechanism is---ioften 
calledi---ithei----iexchangei----irate channel. An increasei---in---ithe BI---iRate, fori---iexample, will encourage 
growth in thei---idifferencei---ibetween interesti----irates in Indonesia and foreign interesti----irates. 
Thei---iwidening--iof thei---igap in interesti----irates encourages foreigni----investorsi----ito investi---icapital in 
Indonesia's financiali---oinstruments, such as SBI, because they willi----iget higheri---ireturns. This 
foreigni----icapital inflowsi---iwill, in turn, encouragei----iappreciationi---iof the Rupiah exchangei----irate. 
The Rupiah's satisfaction results in lower prices for importedi----igoodsi---iand our exporti---igoods 
abroadi----ibecomei----imore expensive ori----ilessi----icompetitive so that they will encourage imports 
and reduce exports. The decline in net exports will have an impact on declining economic 
growth and economic activity. 
Changes in the BI Rate will affect the macroeconomy through changes in asset 
prices. An increase in interest rates will reduce the costs of assets such as stocks and bonds, 
thereby lowering individuals' and companies' wealth, which in turn reduces their ability to 
carry out economic activities such as consumption and investment. The impact of changes 
in interest rates on economic activity also affects public expectations of inflation 
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(expectations). A decrease in interest rates is expected to encourage economic activity, and 
ultimately inflation helps workers to anticipate rising inflation by asking for higher wages. 
Producers will eventually charge this wage to consumers through price increases. 
Thei----oincrease in interesti---irates carried out by the Centrali----iBank will be responded by 
market participants and investors to take advantage of the moment to increase production 
and invest. Along with that, it will also impact the number of production increases, and the 
labor force will also increase. As a result, exports have increased, and unemployment has 
declined so that foreign exchange that enters the country strengthens the dollar against 
other currencies. Vice versa, if interest rates only fall, industrial production will decrease 
because producers will limit losses. If the number of production decreases, it will weaken 
the currency. 
One crucial  indicator  in analyzing----ithe Indonesian economy is the rupiah's exchangei--
irate against the US dollar. Thei---iexchangei---irate is essential because it has a broad impact on 
the economy as a whole. Therefore, the exchange rate movement becomes a serious 
concern by the monetary authority to monitor and control it, especially concerning factors 
affecting the exchange rate of the rupiah. Since Indonesia has used a free-floatingi---iexchange 
rate policy system implemented by thei---imonetary---iauthority to control exchange rate 
fluctuations, it has become even more critical. 
Money is determined as a means of payment in international trade, the existence of 
differences in the value of currencies between countries that carry out foreign trade 
activities results in exchange rates or differences in exchange rates. The increase or decrease 
in thei----iexchangei----irate----iof----ithe Rupiah against the US Dollar has been going on since 2016 
until the beginning of 2018, this is not a new phenomenon, but its impact will be 
significantly felt on national export and import activities. Thei---ieffecti----iof---ithe exchange---irate 
movement on the economy, which can occur the exchange rate, positively impacts export 
demand so that the trade balance increases. 
The money---isupply isi----ipositively relatedi----ito Indonesia's economici---igrowth. There is a 
stable long-termi----irelationshipi----ibetween government policy and economici----igrowth. In the 
short term, the money supply and credit as monetary variables have a short-term 
commercial growth relationship. This means that in the same period, the money---isupply 
willi----ipositively affecti----ieconomici---igrowth. This means that as thei----imoney----isupply increasesi, 
the growth of the Indonesian economy will increase. The money---isupply has a---ipositive and 
significanti----ieffect on economici---irowth. Based on Keynes's hypothesis, thati----imoney---isupply 
has a---ipositive influence on output and economic growth. If there is an excess of money 
supply, Bank Indonesia will adopt a policy of (reducing) interest rates. This condition 
encourages investment, which in turn will create an increase in output and trigger economic 
growth. 
The impact of inflation on the economy as a whole, for example, the prospect of 
long-term economic development, will worsen, increase disrupts financial stability by 
damaging the long-term plans of economic actors. If inflation cannot be handled, it will be 
difficult to control; inflation tends to accelerate and harm individuals and society, 
creditors/debtors, and producers. The impact of inflation on individuals and culture 
include: 1) Decreasing levels of community welfare. Inflation causes people's purchasing 
power to decrease or even lower, especially for people who have a steady income, wage 
increases are not as fast as rising prices, then this inflation will reduce the real wages of 
every individual who has a fixed income. 2) Worsening income distribution for people 
whose income will still face a decline in the actual value of their income and the owners of 
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wealth in the form of money will also decrease. Thus inflation will cause the division of 
income between fixed income groups and owners of fixed assets will become increasingly 
uneven. 
Investmenti----is----ithei----ifirsti---istep in production---iactivities and is a factor in increasing 
economic growth. Thus, finance, in essence, is also the firsti----istep in----ieconomici---
idevelopmenti----iactivities. Thei---idynamics of investmenti---ior investmenti----iaffect economic 
growth, reflecting the high or sluggish economic development. Investment activities will 
produce investments that will continue to increase the capital stock (capital stock). 
Furthermore, an increase in capital stock will increase productivity, capacity, and quality of 
production, which will drive the rate of economic growth. 
One of the efforts made by Indonesia to encourage economic growth is to grow the 
investment sector. Investment is one of the most critical factors in determining economic 
growth---iand---iplays a significant role in a country's economic activities. Investment or 
investment is the purchase of capital goods and equipment and production equipment to 
increase the ability to produce the products and services needed. Economists say that 
investment and exports are the engines of economic "engine of growth" in Indonesia. 
Conclusion 
The interest rate (BI Rate) has an impact rate on national economic growth in the 
decade 2010-2019 of only 7 percent. Impact of US $ exchange rate on the domestic 
economic growth of only 90 percent 3) Impact of the amount of money in circulation on 
the national economic growth of only 76.8 percent, 4) Impact of inflation rate on the 
domestic economic growth of only 4.3 percent 5) impact of total investment in local 
economic growth is only 60.8 percent. Thus the main objective of monetary policy is more 
emphasis on price stability based on several considerations. First, with output determined 
by long-term economic capacity, any strategy that drives economic growth will create 
inflation (the short-run Phillips-curve) so that it will not affect real economic growth. 
Second, the rational commercial agent understands that the surprise actions of 
policymakers in encouraging the economic growth that support inflation can lead to time 
consistency problems. Third, monetary policy influencing economic variables takes a long 
time and has a lag. Fourth, price stability can promote the creation of a better economic 
climate because it will reduce costs from inflation. 
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